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FALL ARBITRON HIGHLIGHTS

During the Fall 2002 survey JRN’S Smooth Jazz aired in 19 Arbitron markets, on 
17 stations.  In 79% of those markets the stations increased or maintained their 
average quarter hour persons 12+, compared to both Spring and to the previous 
book (Spring or Summer).  When comparing to a year ago that number is 74%.  
In 63% of the markets we increased or maintained persons 25-54 compared to 
both Spring 2002 and Fall 2001.  For our target of women 35-64 we were up or 
flat in 63% of the markets compared to Spring, and in 68% compared to a year 
ago.

WASJ, Panama City, FL:  In its second book in the format Smooth Jazz 105.1 
continues as our star performer, increasing its 12+ share 6.1 to 6.5 to rank #4. 
WASJ is #2 in persons 25-54 (up 8.0 to 9.1), # 3 18-49 (up 7.0 to 8.6), and #3 
35-64.  In middays Smooth Jazz 105.1 ties for #1 in both women 18-49 and 
women 25-54 (up 10.7 to 13.0).  At night WASJ is #1 in six different demos.

WXJZ, Gainesville/Ocala, FL:  Fall 2002 was the first survey for Smooth Jazz 
100.9 on a new and better frequency.  Shares were up in the 25-54 and 35-64 
demos compared to the previous two books.  But the real story comes from 
Arbitron’s Maximi$er.  WXJZ still blankets just Alachua County (Gainesville), one 
of four in the metro.  It’s there that Smooth Jazz 100.9 ranked #5 among both 
persons 12+ and 25-54 (with a 7.0 share).  In the critical Monday-Friday daypart
of 6:00 AM to 7:00 PM, WXJZ increased its share of persons 35-64 to a 9.2, 
up 96% since spring.           

KJJZ, Palm Springs:  Since the Spring book KJJZ has increased its 12+ share 
by 41%, while persons 25-54 are up 43%, and persons 35-64 have increased 
48% to a 5.9.  Among women 35-64 the station scored a 7.3 share, up 70%.  In 
that demo KJJZ peaked in afternoon drive with an 8.9 share to tie for #2.    

WJZX, Charleston, SC:  Since Spring AQH women 35-64 at 99-7 JZX are up 
133%, with a tie for #1 at night.  Women 25-54 are up 100%.  In nearby 
Savannah, GA, WJZX has increased its 12+ share 75% since Spring, while 
persons 25-54 are up 160%, and persons 35-64 grew 275%.                 

KSKX, Colorado Springs:  Compared to both Spring and Summer Sax 105.5 is 
up 30% in AQH persons 12+, and 45% among persons 35-64.  In the persons 
25-54 demo KSKX is up 75% since Summer, and 40% compared to Spring.   



Observation:  While all these stations do a nice job with the format, there is a 
stronger common thread: signal.  Generally these are the affiliates with the best 
signals, and that means more at-work listening, which is the real strength of 
Smooth Jazz.  The Arbitron books (except condensed reports) give us the 
percentage of listeners who are at work in middays.  The stations we profiled 
here averaged 54% in their home markets, ranging as high as 73%.  Our 
remaining affiliates averaged only 34% at work during middays.  Our goal is to 
exceed 50%.

While many factors affect ratings, we also see a strong correlation between time 
spent listening, at-work listening and signal strength.  The JRN Smooth Jazz
affiliates with weekly TSL over 7 hours had 46% of their midday listeners at work,
on average, while the remaining stations averaged only 30% at work in middays.

Smooth Jazz stations with limited signals can and do succeed by selling 
within their effective coverage area.  And as WXJZ has demonstrated, the 
ratings story may require breaking out narrower geography within your Arbitron 
metro.           

FREE!  To a Good Web Site

We’ve e-mailed you before about the “What’s Playing Now” feature for JRN 
affiliate web sites.  Now Alphaplex, Inc. is offering the basic version of this 
feature free of charge, in exchange for a small “tile” ad.  Five affiliates have 
already taken advantage of this, so check it out at www.smoothjazz1067.fm, 
www.sax1055.com, www.929thebreeze.com, www.smoothjazz1051.com or 
www.fmsmoothjazz.com.  The song playing now is highlighted, and listeners 
can scroll 10 songs into the past and future.  And it’s totally maintained for you
by Alphaplex!  

Except possibly for streaming, nothing will keep listeners returning to your web 
site like this feature will, because it satisfies Smooth Jazz listeners’ greatest 
need – finding out the title and artist for a selection they enjoyed.  This makes it 
easier for them, and for you, since you’ll have to handle fewer inquiries yourself.  
So what are you waiting for?  If you don’t yet have a site, start a web page with 
“What’s Playing Now.”  Contact Jim Winchell (jwinchell@alphaplex.net) or Ed 
Barry at 719-599-3449.  Customized versions are also available. 
          

mailto:jwinchell@alphaplex.net
http://www.fmsmoothjazz.com/
http://www.smoothjazz1051.com/
http://www.929thebreeze.com/
http://www.sax1055.com/
http://www.smoothjazz1067.fm/


SUN OUTAGES:  What You Should Know

It’s that time of the year -- spring and fall -- when the sun, our satellite and your 
dish line up perfectly, and our signal is briefly overwhelmed by RF noise from the 
sun.  This sun outage lasts for a number of minutes in the afternoon over a series
of days, beginning in early March in most locations.  You need to cover with 
local programming for these brief periods.  

For your station’s sun outage times visit www.jonesnetworkservices.com.  
Click on Sun Outage Info.  Our satellite is already selected.  Choose the city 
nearest your dish.  Click on C band.  Select Spring.  Enter your antenna size in 
meters (10 ft. = 3 meters, 12 ft. = 3.8 meters).  Enter the year 2003.  Select your 
time zone (standard time continues until April 6).  Leave other fields as is.  Click 
on Calculate, and then print a copy.   
    

http://www.jonesnetworkservices.com/
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